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Vectorly helps:

HR and learning

development 

managers

Grow talents and reduce 
employee turnover in your 

company

Drive performance and coach 
your team in real-time

Managers

and Team Leaders

Have a clear career path and 
tasks that contribute to growth

Employees



Career 
paths

Learning 
management

Performance 
analytics

Help your employees 
develop skills faster 

and be more productive 
with clear career path

Grow employee's 
knowledge with 
skill-based learning 
materials

See how working tasks 

and learning activity 
contribute to employee 
growth

Performance 
reviews

Give continuous feedback 
based on performance 
analytics to reduce bias 

and boost engagement

Vectorly helps companies to grow, engage 
and retain employees in the flow of work



Career path

Create career paths to organize skills

Add skill groups, levels or 
grades to organize skills

competenciesAdd skills,  

and descriptions

tagsCreate , to navigate 
your path easier
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Add useful materials, descriptions, 
tasks, links to every skill.

It is easy with our editor.  

text

list

bookmark

video

image

file

knowledge baseCreate  



Add learning materials 

in the “flow of work” with

Serf the Internet, find useful 
materials and add them to skills 

with Vectorly web clipper for Chrome

web-clipper



track task performance
Integrate Vectorly with your task manager 

and  
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How it works in task manager like Trello or Jira

‘Add skill’
Open your task manger and click 

to Vectorly button 

recommend

Choose a skill 

and an employee.


We’ll  you 
the right employee
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 of learning 

and task performance activity. 


You’ll see what employee focusing 
on 

Heatmap

(theory or practice)

next level
competencies

We show you when employee starts 

to perform most of tasks from the  

or what  she usually uses.

Analyse tasks and learning activity on  a Dashboard
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Conduct  performance review  

based on performance and learning analytics

employee’s skillsEstimate 

dynamics, top performers
high potentials

Vectorly shaws you tasks 
performance and learning  

  and 
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      and give recomendations to 
improve skills and engage employee

  Set goals
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You’ll see review results, skill gaps and high 
potentials of your team

well developed
See what skill groups 


are   

skill gapsSee your team  



Experience

We have extensive experience in HR and L&D software 
development.

Finance

BCS broker

Retail

Startup entrepreneurs
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